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Close eight jump rings and open the rest.

Put four closed jump rings on one open jump ring then close it. Put another open jump ring through the same four closed 
jump rings and close it. You will have a chain of jump rings that looks like this. Attach a paper clip through two of the jump 
rings to give you something to hold on to as you work.

Hold the paper clip so it’s in your palm and the jump rings are between your fingers.  Then fold back the top two jump rings 
as pictured

Part the two jump rings that are now on top and insert a jump ring through the folded back rings and in between the 
parted rings, close the jump ring.

Tool Needed:
- Two Chain Nose
- Scissors

DIY0154 DIY Czech Mushroom Chain Maille Bracelet

Components List

(1)Y006694 - 9x8mm Mushroon Button Green Picasso Czech Glass Beads

(1) A004833 - 2mm Gold Plated Crimp Tubes

(3) Z016115 - 9mm Brass Oxide Plated 14 Gauge Round Jump Rings - 25 Pack

(1) TC02813 - 18mm Brass Oxide Hammertone Magnetic Clasp by TierraCast

(1) Z001474 - Soft Flex MEDIUM Gauge Antique Brass Beading Wire - 10 ft.

Directions:
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Do this again with a second jump ring.

Attach two jump rings to the two you just added and then add two more to the most recently added two.

Fold the top two jump rings back and part the rings that are now on top. Insert a jump ring between the parted rings and 
close it.

Do this again with a second jump ring.

Add two jump rings to the two that you added in steps 7 and 8.
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Add two more jump rings to the ones added in step 9.

Then repeat steps 3-5.

Your chainmaille is halfway there! Repeat steps 2-11 to give you two pieces of chainmaille.

Remove one of the  paperclips and replace it with a jump ring. Use this jump ring to attach half of the clasp.Do the same to 
the other piece of chainmaille.

Cut a 5 inch piece of Soft Flex and thread a crimp bead on to one end

At the end of your chainmaille piece that does not have the clasp attached to it, separate the two end jump rings and 
thread the Soft Flex through the jump rings that are exposed.  Thread the Soft Flex back through the crimp bead and flatten 
the crimp with a flat nose pliers so that it nestles between the jump rings.

String on 18 mushroom buttons and 1 crimp bead. If you would like to make the bracelet longer or shorter, adjust the 
number of mushroom button beads.

Repeat step 15 to finish the bracelet.


